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by CHARLENE L. CORNELL Marshall University Police
reporter
Department can let art students
into the building for studio use,
Homelessness is something r-==~m but some students
the art department at Marshall
and professors say
University faces everyday, but a
the police officers
solution may come if anew visuwon't let them in.
al arts center is built.
"I get abad vibe
The art department is curfrom security,"
rently located in 12 different
Stuart E. Mohr,
locations across campus. It has
Huntington graduoffice and studio space in Smith
ate student, said.
Hall and Old Main.
Grose "They don't want
Buildings at Marshall are
t,o do it."
locked in the evenings after "Campus police are very nice
classes and on weekends. That and very helpful except when it
leaves students who need to comes to the weekends," Stanley
work out in the cold. The Sporny, visual art professor,

alone," Rhodes said. "They are
working alone with volatile
materials, equipment and
machinery. We discourage the
practice. We do attempt to put
limitations on when people do
this."
Students say not having space
and time to work can make finishing projects difficult.
"We're not like other classes
where you read abook and take
atest," Mohr said. "I have been
put back on work."
Aproposed visual art center
may be the answer to their probSee DEPARTMENT, P3

Visual art without home
.;t-.

pholo by Chnslopher MHagy

Cadet Louie Zollo steadies Cadet Ira Miller as he prepares to
take the 3-meter plunge into the pool.

Cadets just close
their eyes, jump

by CHRISTOPHER M. HAGY remove full combat gear before
reporter
surfacing.
"It's not bad," Ira Miller,
The Army adage "they'll do cacfet, said after performing the
more before 6a.m. than most 3-meter drop. "I don't like not
people do in an entire day" held being able to see, but after Igot
true Wednesday morning for over that, it was actually kind of
Marshall's ROTC cadets and fun."
cadre when they splashed into For other cadets, too, the
the pool located in the basement experience was breath-taking.
of Gullickson Hall.
"I just had to remember to
They were wearing full basic breathe," said cadet Lindsay
dress uniform <BDU) at 5:30 Browning, after finishing the
a.m. and engaged in water sur- "down and dunk."
vival training.
Cadre and senior cadets .were
"The purpose of the water sur- very supportive and provided
vival exercise is to prepare MS3, encouragements to conquer
junior cadets, for the advanced fears, Browning said.
camp they will take part in this "This is apass or fail situation
summer," said Greg Tharp, for the cadets," Tharp said.
cadet battalion commander. "They are expected to continue
Cadets circled the pool, stop- training until they complete the
ping at stations to prove their task."
skills in five events.
Once the assigned task is
Events were a50-meter swim complete, the cadets can move .
in which cadets were tested for on to the next event, Tharp said.
speed and stamina, a15-meter "The training we implement
combat swim including M-16 is not part of the cadets'
dummy rifle and load carrying advanced camp score," Tharp
suspenders (LCE), ablind-fold- said. ' But it does help prepare
ed 3-meter droop including M- them to earn the Recondo
16 rifle and LCE, drown proof- badge."
ing with a personal flotation The Recondo badge is awarddevice made from BDU pants, ed to cadets who successfully
and the "down and dunk" in complete water survival trainwhich cadets must fall back into ing at advanced camp, Tharp
the water blind-folded then said.

Standing in line,
orStudentsgetting
online
may pay
fees on Web soon
by JEFF NEIKIRK
reporter

Students may soon have a
choice between two lines standing in line or paying
online.
Marshall University is in the
process of putting together a
Web site that would allow students to pay their tuition over
-the Internet.
Barry A. Beckett, bursar,
says the only reason this system has not been implemented
is the security factor.
"There is alimiting security
aspect that we are currently
dealing with," Beckett said.
"We at first had speculated that
we would get help from an outside corporate sponsor, however, state legis-lat-ioo has limited
that.
"As ofright now it is all in the

photo by Tern Blair

Senior center Emily Curtis attempts ajump shot Wednesday
in Marshall's 70-53 loss to Ball State at the Cam Henderson
Center.

GRE preparation courses Cardinals soar past
help some make the mark Herd in 70-53 victory

by SUMMER L. RUGGLES prep course for the GRE. The
reporter
sessions are to be on Saturdays
from 9a.m. to noon, beginning
If graduate school is in your Feb. 19 and ending March 25.
future, the Graduate Record "There has been a positive
Examination (GREl is required, evaluation from this course and
but the GRE prep course may it has been booked to capacity
help you prepare.
in the past," said Sara
The Division of Continuing Chapman, director of continuEducation and Economic ing education and economic
Development and Marshall development.
Community and Technical
Please see COURSE, P3
College is offering asix-session

said. "Some guy who hasn't been
told (to admit art students) sits
there and turns all my students
away."
Mark D. Rhodes, captain of
MUPD, responded to their complaints.
"We haven't received the complaints to my knowledge,"
Rhodes said. "They (students)
should complain to the department chairman."
Rhodes questioned the safety
of allowing students into the
buildings after hours.
"It is not a safe practice to
allow people to be in the buildings 24 hours a day working

Marshall's women's basketball team, 7-15 overall
and 1-11 in the MidAmerican Conference, fell to
east division foe Ball State
70-53 Wednesday.
The Thundering Herd
trailed the Cardinals, 13-9
overall and 6-5 in the conference, 29-28 at halftime, but a

23-11 run in the second half
pushed the lead to 13. The
Cardinals led by as much as
19 before sealing the victory.
Marshall center Amy Reed
scored a career-high 20
points and grabbed acareerbest 11 boards before fouling
out with 3:13 remaining. See
page 5for more.

state's hands," Beckett said.
"We have provided the treasurer's office with specifications,
sort of awish list, and we are
waiting to hear from them.
We're hoping that the site will
be up and running by late
spring or early summer.
"When we got our scan-line
system, asystem of taking can'
of Marshall's bills electronically, we were one of the first in
the state in higher education to
do so. We're hoping that the
same will apply for this Web
site.," Beckett said.
Beckett also said he was hoping to be able to do other things
at the tuition payment Web
site.
"I'm hoping that the new Web
site will offer such possibilities
as the 60/40 plan, where astudent can pay 60 percent of their
tuition early and the rest later
in the semester and be able to
do this relatively hassle-free,
online," Beckett said.
Please see ONLINE, P3

Oh, the weather
outside iS delightful

by JAY M. MORLACHETIA come soon."
reporter
Dionne said he was taking
advantage of the pleasant
With a nice break in the weather by sitting outdoors
weather on Wednesday, cam- and talking with friends, but
pus was buzzing with spring said there were other things he
fever while T-shirts and shorts wanted to do.
adorned student bodies.
"If Ididn't have to go to work
After athree-week stretch of I would probably be going to
cold weather, a clear sky and Ritter Park," he said.
sunshine enabled students to While Dionne was spending
get out and enjoy their long lost his time talking with friends,
surroundings.
other students were_ utilizing
"It's either abeautiful bless- their time for other activities.
ing, or we're about to get "I'm taking advantage of this
crushed by global warming," weather by doing some runsaid Matthew Anthony Dionne, ning," said Ryan Hendon.
junior accounting major from senior fine arts major from
Charleston. "I'm just getting Fairfax, Va.
over my winter sickness, so I
would like to see the summer Please see ENJOYING, P3

Angel meeting with representatives in D.C.
by STEFANIE FRALEY

men and both senators. So, I'm announcement, so I had a few
really meeting the whole delega- minutes to speak with him. I
tion in Washington, D.C.
have met Congressman (Nickl
Today, President Dan Angel is
Rahall. I met him a couple of
in Washington, D.C. During a PARTHENON:
times, but not
question-and-answer session What do you
lengthfully. I
over the telephone, Angel plan to accomhave
met
answer~d a few questions con- plish while in
Congressman
cerning his trip, which is the Washington?
W-ise acouple of
first time he has represented What are your
times, but not
Marshall in the nation's capital. goals?
for a long periwlth the President od of time. So, I
PARTHENON: Who do you ANGEL: Ithink
will be meeting
plan to meet with m one, it is an introductory trip for the other two folks for the first
Washington?
me. I've only been here five time.
weeks now. I have met Sen. I think it's really important
ANGEL: Actually, I'm having a (John) Rockefeller at the event that the president of the univermeeting with all three congress- when we did the Amazon.com sity know these people and be
reporter

able to communicate what our
needs are in the capital. Every
year there's a lot of important
legislation that takes place
there that affects us in terms of
policy decisions and education
loans and things of that nature.
One of the biggest issues will
be to put some of our requests
for some federal funds before all
of them. That process it gets
started now and doesn't really end until Oct. 1of the first fiscal
year. So the state fiscal year
starts July 1. The federal fiscal
year starts Oct. 1, so it's alittle
file photo
President Dan Angel talks with The Parthenon during an interPlease see ANGEL, P3 view earlier this semester.
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Ryder, he'll pay at least $25,000 to the matchmaker. "I'm not at all lonely.I am not at all
unhappy. Iam not at all desperate. I am merely unfulfilled," Ryder said. The Philadelphia
native launched his search last month with aWeb site to help to find "my special woman,
my one true love." The seven-page Web site said Ryder will pay amatchmaker $25,000 to
$100,000. If awoman introduces herself, no reward is paid - "You don't get the money.
You get me," he said on the Web site (www.searchingforher.com).
Page edited Carrie Smith

Hate crime sparks protest march
by HILLARY DAVIS

Arizona Wildcat
University of Arizona
(U-WIRE) TUCSON, Ariz. Out of both support and outrage,
members of the University of
Arizona community are rallying
to the side of agay student who
was stabbed Sunday night while
sitting outside a Fourth Avenue
coffee shop:
University ofArizona assistant
English professor David Robinson is one of several people
planning a protest march and
speak-out event outside of the
cafe where the 20-year-old student was assaulted.
The speak-out will feature an
open mic for people to share antigay experiences and other
thoughts on homophobia. The
event is thi~ Sunday.
Robinson, who is an acquaintance of the victim, was notified

of the stabbing by afriend who
witnessed the crime. After visiting the cafe the and speaking
with other witnesses, Robinson
said he was inspired to organize
the march and speak out.
"I'm not the only person who
thought of this," he said.
Robinson, along with the people he met with, the UA Pride
Alliance and the Tucson chapter
of the Lesbian Avengers - a
grassroots gay rights organization - are working to make the
march and speak-out happen.
Hate crimes, such as Sunday's
stabbing, harm more than just
the person attacked, Robinson
said.
"This sort of crime is not only
directly against one individual,"
he said. "It's meant to terrorize
all lesbians and gay men."
Robinson said having a"collective public response" such as the
march and speak-out lets gay

WVU fined by Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
University promises
violationi won't be
repeated in future

by BRYON SABOL
The Daily Athenaeum
West Virginia University
(U-WIRE) MORGANTOWN
-West Virginia University
received afine from the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Monday for a radioactive materials violation. The NRC
imposed a $2,750 civil penalty
against the University after an
inspection revealed that WVU
staff failed to secure licensed
materials from being-removed or
·accessed without authorization.
On four separate occasions,
WVU failed to adequately
maintain constant surveillance
over portable gauges containing radioactive materials stored in the Civil Engineering
Building. Also, during the
inspection, laboratories containing radioactive material in
three other buildings were

.

found unlocked and unattended.
The NRC also cited WVU for
several minor violations. These
offenses included the failure to
prohibit eating and drinking in
work areas that contain radioactive materials, improper
labeling of radioactive waste,
failure to adequately post radiation signs in radioactive material areas and the failure to
make proper surveys of radioactive material work areas.
"We have already taken action
to correct the violations cited
against us," WVU Provost ~rald
Lang said. "Immediate action
was taken back in November
when we first received the citation." WVU was given 30 days to
either protest the penalty given
by the NRC or pay the fine.
"We will pay the fine," Lang
said. "WVU believes the NRC
was fair in its inspection and
appreciates the concern for safety. The safety of our faculty, staff
and students is extremely important, and our Radiation Safety Office will continue to work
with faculty to ensure that they
are using radioactive materials
in asafe and proper manner."
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"This sort of crime is
not only directly
against one
individual. It's meant
to terrorize all lesbian
and gay men."
Davidprofessor
Robinson,

people know they are not alone,
and informs the straight community of anti-gay hostility-which
does not occur in "random, isolated" incidences, Robinson said.
"It just demonstrates that
there are people who can plot to
hate gay people so much, that
just the fact that (homosexuals)
exist prompts them to want to
kill (them)," he said.
Robinson said violence against

gays - both in Tucson and nationally - may not necessarily be
bloody.
Robinson mentioned the
Knight Initiative - aCalifornia
movement that aims to ban samesex marriage - and the proposed
legislation by Arizona state Rep.
Jean McGrath, R-Glendale,
which would have required explicit notice in the UA catalog of any
course with homosexual content.
That bill has been tabled.
"We're in the midst of alot of
very vocal anti-gay speech," he
said. "That's the kind ofstuff that
fosters actual violence."
1\vo days after the act,
Robinson said he was still disturbed by the stabbing - not
only because a similar crime
could have happened to himself,
but to any of the young people in
his Introduction to Gay and
Lesbian Literature class.
' You n~ver know when the ver-

bal is going to tum into the physical," Robinson said. "That's part
of the intent, you're meant to be
terrorized."
Gary Grayson, 37. was arrested by Tucson Police Sunday night
near the scene of the crime and
booked into Pima County Jail.
Grayson was charged with aggravated assault, after reportedly
stabbing the student in the back
while shouting that he wanted to
kill a"f- --ing faggot."
The victim was treated and
released from University Medical
Center Sunday. He said he is
recovering well, but still experiencing discomfort.
"I'm OK It's alittle bit of pain,
alot of pain," said the student,
who requested to remain anonymous. "But everything seems to
be going well."
He acknowledged the efforts of
his supporters and thanked them
for their concern.

"At atime like this,
it's important for us
to gather together as
acommunity to
support each other
and grieve together."

had provided.
Some of Roskot's first-year
suitemates addressed the
crowd through tears, recounting the times they spent
together last year.
The suitemates' anecdotes
brought warm reactions and
even an occasional laugh from
the crowd. One of Roskot's
first-year suitemates recalled
how, despite the complaints
about practices from her fellow
lacrosse players, Roskot was
always able to convince them
that the hard work would be
worth it in the long run.
The pensive crowd stood
utterly silent between speakers, struggling with the events
of the weekend's tragedy and
coping with the grief the
events have caused.
Speaking with her teammates standing behind her, a
lacrosse player said that she
felt sorry for anyone who never
had the opportunity to meet
her friend and teammate.

Vigil honors student's life

(U-WIRE) NEW YORK Sitting above agroup of about
300 grieving Columbia students and community members, Alma Mater (Columbia's
famed statue) would have
shed atear had she been able.
Instead, she sat silent during Monday night's candlelight vigil, unable to recognize
the white lily that had been
placed at her base in memory
of Columbia College sophomore Kathleen Roskot.
Roskot was found murdered
in her dorm room Saturday.
Her ex-boyfriend, Timothy
Neiford, believed to be the suspect, committed suicide by
jumping in front of a subway
train.
Through tears and shivers,
Roskot's friends thanked the
Columbia community for its
outpouring of support in the
days following her death early
Saturday morning.
Their words were the only
audible sounds in Low Plaza
as participants stood still and
silent in tribute and reflection
over the events of the past
weekend.
"At atime like this, it's important for us to gather together l)S

Seth Kammerman,

Columbia stud!'nt council pr
president

a community to support each
other and grieve together," said
Columbia Student Council
President Seth Kammerman
following the vigil.
Everybody's "presence shows
how the student body has come
together to help with the healing," echoed Associate Dean of
Student Affairs Sandy Johnson.
Roskot's friends gathered in
separate pockets throughout
the crowd, hugging each other
to keep warm and provide
solace.
The majority of the crowd
was left to its own thoughts,
its faces illuminated by the
candles that event organizers

by

Boston U.
administrator
connected to
gambling ring
by JESSICA ROSIN

The Datly Free Press
Boston University
(U-WIRE) BOSTON -An
Olympic hockey hero and
Boston University administrator has come under fire in
recent days after his name
was connected with a $26
million-a-year gambling ring
linked to organized crime.
Michael Eruzione, who
directs BU's Office of
Athletic Development and
Alumni Relations, was found
on alist of several hundred
bettors that was uncovered
in a1998 search of the home
of Robert Beshere, the
alleged ringleader.
The Boston Herald last
week reported that three law
enforcement officials confirmed Eruzione's connection
to the betting organization.
Eruzione is not accused of a
crime and will maintain his job
at BU. His lawyer did not
return acall seeking comment.
"At this time there is no
reason to think that his job
will be affected,'' said BU
spokesman Kevin Carleton.
'The only thing we have is
that his name appeared on a
record of the people indicted."
said James Borghesani. a
spokesman for Suffolk County District Attorney Ralph
Martin. "He has never been
the target in the investigation.''
On the list that wa:,; seized
from Beshere·s home, Eruzione's name appeared with
the names of other gamblers
who had placed bets on credit.
Beshere and Anthony Gambale were identified a:,; leaders
of the gambling ring. Through
sporting bets, they allegedly
made $500,000 aweek.
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Student headed to geography bowl
by KIMBERLY BAGBY

reporter
Many children would not consider an atlas and globe great
gif\s, but that wasn't the case
for Joe Guttmann.
"I first got interested in geography back in first grade when
my parents gave me an atlas
and globe," said Guttmann, a
Marshall graduate student.
"For most kids, it would go up
on the shelf and be forgotten,
but Iactually spent time looking at mine."
On April 6, Guttmann will
represent the Southeastern
Division of the Association of
American Geographers in the
World Geography Bowl in
Pittsburgh, Pa.
In November, Guttmann and
other students from Marshall
and Concord College in Athens,

"In around in which students are pitted against
geography faculty 'all•stars,' Joe outwitted them
all and answered several questions correctly
that had befuddled the panel ofprofessors."

Dr. Peggy M. Gripshover,
associate professor of geography
W.Va., competed in the World "I am very proud of Joe and
Geography Bowl regional com- his calm, cool demeanor under
petition in Tampa, Fla.
the pressure of competition in
Other participants from Tampa," Gripshover said. "In a
Marshall were Jozette Bailey, round in which students are pitJessica Brinson, Wes Garner, ted against geography faculty
Bobby Nutter and Jody Sigmon. 'all-stars,' Joe outwitted them
The regional competition all and answered several quesqualifies participants for the tions correctly that had befudWorld Geography Bowl in dled the panel of professors. It
Pittsburgh, said Dr. Peggy M. was quite aperformance!"
Gripshover, associate profes- The West Virginia Geographic
sor of geography.
Alliance provided the students
Gripshover traveled with the with hotel rooms, Gripshover
team to Florida.
said.

The Student Government
Association is to provide the
students with atravel grant of
$500, she said.
The team from the regional
competition consists of Guttmann
and six other individual place
winners. They will compet.e as a
team against other winners from
regions around the nation.
"To do well at these competitions you need abroad range of
knowledge, quick reflexes, and
confidence," Guttmann said.
"You can't be afraid to be wrong."
The World Geography Bowl is
in conjunction with the Annual
Meeting of the Association of
American Geographers.
More information is available
by visiting the Department of
Geography in Harris Hall 204,
calling 696-4364 or visiting
www.marshall.edu/geography/
news/.

D.C. or bust: Musicians present concert to raise travel funds
by JEFF NEIKIRK

Stickler, associate professor of selected, and (they are the) where the dialogue is actually
music.
only two from the state of West instruments, and we will also
"It is aconvention of notori• Virginia."
feature ajazz combo."
ety among the teaching profes. Stickler said tonight's con• There will be no charge for
sion for students on their way cert will be almost like avari- the recital, however donations
to becoming music teachers, ety show.
will be accepted.
especially those connected· "We have amale quartet, a "We're trying to raise money
with public schools."
trombone and atrumpet solo," through talent," Stickler said,
Mike Winland and Josh he said. "The woodwind quin• "and this recital .will be an
Miller
will play in the National tet
will be playing 'Peter and entertaining way for people to
Honor Band, he said.
the Wolf,' which is sort of a help send these students to the
"It's an extreme honor to be story told through music national convention."
"This is as far as Iknow the Lemon said. "It will provide not we need to address."
fourth time around for avisual only a more efficient working The architectural firm of
art center. Each time it has environment but also good Silling &Associates Inc. from
failed. Something else comes marketing profile for the pro- Charleston was selected to
up. It is usually money that is grams."
design the building. Polshek
From page 1
lacking," he ,said.
Dr. K. Edward Grose, senior Partnership Architect was
!ems. The freeze on capital Robert S. Lemon, chairman of vice president for operations, retained as aconsultant, Grose
expenditures has put·construc- the art department, is hopeful. admits the art department has said.
tion of the building on hold.
"We have gotten indications been neglected.
The preliminary budget for
Sporny wonders if he will from administration that we "There are two academic the building is $6 million. It is
even see the groundbreaking. should not be concerned about areas on campus that have not clear where the money will
"This has happene<l before," that process being slowed been neglected that need atten- come from.
Sporny said. "There is afreeze down," Lemon said.
tion: one is the community col- The building will be located
and we're just ready. We have "Although it is very hard to lege, and the second is the visu- on the west side of the Joan C.
commitments from the Legis- say right now because of a al arts department," Grose Edwards Playhouse. It may
lature, community and admin- statewide shortfall of income said. "We have never done any- take the space currently occuistrators. There is a freeze on what the impact will be."
thing to address the visual arts pied by the Alpha Xi Delta
finances and when we come "I think that having the pro- needs. We stuck them all over sorority house, Grose said.
back to start anew fiscal year, ject will bring greater cohesion the place. We are convinced It is not clear when constructhe art department is left out. among faculty, students," that this is our highest priority tion will begin or be completed.
said Jenni McLaughlin, student
ANGEL: Just one day.
assistant of marketing design.
PARTHENON: Do you plan on
The prep course uses books,
returning to the capital, and if
practice tests and other materiso,
how often?
als from Cambridge Education- From page 1
Fro~ page 1
ANGEL: Mostly when you
Services, Chapman said.
think funds, you very rarely do
"Students feel that this targeted al Marcia
Booth, instructor in on the federal level.
that in aday. So, basically it's
information is more worthwhile, the English Department said, PARTHENON: Are there any an
process, but Idon't
rather than self-tutorials offered "This course is refreshing, not specific grant proposals you haveon-going
anything scheduled at
over the Internet that contain teaching. The instructors work will
this
point.
Some
of that you
be
taking
with
you?
What
massive information that is through the problems with the issues will you be addressing don't have to physically
be
vague," Chapman said.
students
to
familiarize
them
there
to
do,
and
some
concerning
funding?
The topics covered in the with the process and procedure ANGEL: We'll mostly be talk- you might have to be. of that
course are mathematical re- used on the test."
about what kinds of things PARTHENON: Is there anyview, reading comprehension, The instructors for the prep ing
might be available, talking thing that you want to commuantonyms, analogies and sen- course are David Stuckey, in- with
them and maybe dealing nicate to the students concerntence completion, ana~ytical
at the CTC, and Booth. . with some
of their staff people ing this trip?
and logical reasoning, discrete structor
The
class
will
be
in
CTC
room
to
kind
of put some of those ANGEL: We're obviously there
quantitative and quantitative 135. The fee is $250 and into perspective.
behalf of Marshall Univercomparison/graphs.
includes all course materials. I would call this kind of an on
sity. We want to make sure we
"This gives people achance to More information is available exploratory
have
aWashington presence to
at
this
point,
more
have tests previously given and by calling 696-6855 or visiting so than aspecific. Basically you go with
presence here in
give them tips on taking the t.est," www.marshall.edu/contedu/. need to start with what kinds of the stateourcapital.
I think we
will
also
be
seeking
funds and
federal
funds
will
be
available,
credit card too much."
kind of categories and how support privately. We've done
K.
Cassie Cutler, Huntington what
that
at
Marshall
for
a
long perido
we
negotiate
that
process.
sophomore said, "As long as they PARTHENON: How long will od of time and certainly
From page 1
will
can keep the records straight, I
want to continue that.
"I think it will probably be think paying tuition online is a you be in Washington?
,
easier for some people," said good idea."
Joseph B. Shieler, Fayetteville, "I don't use my credit card too
much
over
the
computer,"
said
W
.Va .. freshman. "It would
probably cut down on some of Jamie Carmon, Ironton junior, You might be acollege student if you have ever seen
the lines, but Iprobably would- "but Ithink being online is bet- .__.___
two. . .consecuti
ve sunri___,....,_....,........,_
ses without sl.....e__
eping.,____. . .,._. . ,.'_.
,______
n't use it; I don't like using a ter than being in line."

reporter
Marshall's chapter of the
Collegiate Music Educators
Association will be hosting a
benefit recital tonight to help
fund atrip to Washington, D.C.,
in March to attend the National
Music Educators Convention.
"The convention is a learning conference," said Dr. Larry
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fn·POLICE BLOTTER
Police
allege man stole
test from Science Building
by DIANE POffOAFF

reporter
The following information was
taken from Marshall University
Police Department reports:
Officers responded to a call
that a person or persons unknown broke into room 486 in
the Science Building on Feb. 3.
Officers found pry marks on
the office door of chemistry professor Dr. Robert Morgan.
Officers and staff viewed a
security videotape. They identified one of the suspects.
Douglas Williamson Jr. tumed
himselfin to the MUPD and confessed to stealing aChemistry
356 exam.
He was transported to the
Cabell County Jail. ·
OUTSTANDING WARRANTS: Anthony Sherrod was
arrested on a state warrant.
After running a local check,
police found out that he had
three outstanding warrants for

worthless checks.
He was transported to the
Cabell County Jail and arraigned in magistrate court on
$3,600 bond.
PUBLIC INTOXICATION:
Officers observed aman walking on College Avenue who
appeared to be intoxicated.
Officers saw Tim Williams
stop astudent and ask the student for money.
Police say Williams had astrong
smell of alcohol on his breath, red,
glassy eyes and slurred speech.
After a body search, officers
found ahalf-empty pint ofvodka.
Williams was arrested for public intoxication and transported
to the Cabell County Jail.
PUBLIC INTOXICATION:
While doing a routine building
check, officers found Donald B.
Harrison sleeping in a closet in
the Henderson Center on Level A
Harrison was arrested for
public intoxication and transported to the Cabell County Jail.

He goes 'out of his way'
to help with Web courses
by KIMBERLY BAGBY

reporter
WebCT Executive Advisory
Board member
Brian M. Morgan
was recognized
Feb. 1 at the
Marshall University
College Graduate
in South .__M.. _o_rg_a_n__,
Charleston for
his achievements
in the program.
Web Course 'Tools, or WebCT, is
aseries of programs which allows
faculty members to instruct students over the Internet through
lectures, assignments, bulletin
boards, illustrations and class
chat sessions.
"He really goes out of his way
to help people," said Sherri
Ritter, an instructional technologist from the MUGC.

"(}Jorgan) provides
an invaluable service
to faculty with his
support of WebCT."

He said he had no preference
if the pleasant weather continued or if snow falls.
·"t just want the weather to be
one extreme or the other, however, I would like to see the
girls start wearing 'Daisy
Dukes' again," Hendon said.
Brent Sobzcak, sophomore
sports marketing major from
Tampa, Fla., said Wednesday's
weather reminded him of home.

Rudy Pauley,
assistant professor
Morgan, who is director for
the Center for Instructional
Technology, has worked with
WebCT programs at Marshall
since fall 1996."(Morgan) provides an invaluable service to
faculty with his support of
WebCT," said Rudy Pauley. an
assistant professor of elementary and secondary education.
Marshall is an international
leader in the use of WebCT,
Morgan said.
There are about 2,500 Marshall
students using WebCT this semest.er and 2million worldwide.
"Sometimes on aday like this I
like to go to the park and play
with the squirrels," Sobzcak said.
Some students were able to
optimize their time on Wednesday, but other students' schedules prohibited them from straying from their normal routines.
"I just got out of class, and I
have to go to work, so Iprobably won't do anything to take
advantage of the weather," said
Lori Harper, sophomore elementary education major from
Hurricane. "I definitely want
the weather to keep getting
warmer," Harper said.
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''Punky Brewster was great
••• Iwanted to be her."
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-Jennifer Workman
Beckley sophomore
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•sodiers
as guilea pigs
STAFF EDITORIAL
The Lariat
Baylor University

(U-WIRE) WACO, Texas - While the
U.S. government scrambles to increase
recruitment in the armed force::;, it has
no qualms subjecting America's enlisted
to dangerous and unapproved vaccines
like the one used to "prevent" anthrax, a
disease that could be used as biological
warfare by thi::; country's enemies.
Air Force Maj. Sonnie Bates faces up
to five years in military prison for refusing to accept the anthrax vaccine, which
the Department of Defense is requiring
all enlisted personnel to receive.
Several soldiers hav~ refused the vaccine since the order wai:; first ii:;sued, but
Maj. Bates could be the highest-ranking
official to disobey the order.
It is enough that military personnel are
underpaid and often required to seek additional employment to support their families. They shouldn't have to become guinea
pigs for the country they protect and serve.
Despite denials by government officials,
the sheer number of Gu1fWar veterans
who now live with debilitating illnesses
points to evidence that biological weapons
were present in the Middle East nearly a
decade ago.
Bottom line, the government owes its
anned forces more respect. If vaccines
against biological warfare are so crucial
to the survival of the military as awhole,
then Washington needs to put more
money and more effort into researching
these vaccines, not stopping until the
most complete study possible guarantees
the safety of military personnel.

Do you-have
your STD yet?

STAFF EDITORIAL
Independent Florida Alligator
University of Florida
(U-WIRE) GAINESVILLE, Fla. Got your STD? Sexuality Transmitting
Device, that is.
Combining recent toy technology with
an avant-garde approach to hooking up, a
new product poses itself as the ultra-modern equivalent to the ins.tinct claimed by
gays and lesbians - the one that picks up
signals spelling out someone's sexual orientation, whether the person is across the
bar or in acrowd.
That's right. Gay-dar has gone high tech.
This march toward the digital revolution
manifests itself in Canadian Michael
Bohrer''s Gay Radar, akey chain that sends
out radio signals causing other Gay Radars
within 30 feet to beep, confinning the sexual orientation of potential soulmates.
The device, which is awaiting approval
from the Federal Commwlications Commission, also can be set to flash - for situations when being brash is inappropriate, or
unsafe. Th facilitate the process of actually
getting within range of another Gay Radar,
Bohrer will not ship the units until his compru1y has received 40,000 orders.
Just imagine the great heights to which
such technology could take this nation.

Editorial

Please keep letters to the editor
no longer than 250 words. Longer
letters may be used as guest
columns at the editor's discretion.
All letters must be signed and
include an address or phone number for confirmation. Letters may
be edited for libelous statements,
available space or factual errors.
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Jails could house more violent criminals
if drugs were legal, dealers were free
by JOSEPH BAKER
years of 1985 and 1995 came
The Rebel Yell
from drug law violations.
University of Nevada-Las Vegas Over a 10-year period the
state prison population nearly
<U-WIRE) LAS VEGAS - quadrupled due to drug laws. In

Does adrug user, sitting in his
house, perhaps smoking marijuana to combat nausea from
her chemotherapy bother you?
How about asober person beating the heck out of you because
you looked at them funny?
The possessor of one gram of
LSD, 100 grams of powder
cocaine or heroine, 10 grams of
methamphetamine or PCP face
amandatory 10-year prison sentence without parole. Possession
of over five grams of crack
cocaine is punished by a20-year
mandatory sentence.
The average federal manslaughter convict gets fiveyears. Assault convictions bring
about three years and eight
months. These violent criminals
have parole as an option.
In June of 1997, the U.S.
Bureau of Justice statistics
8how 1,725,842 men and women
incarcerated. Nearly 75 percent
of the growth in the federal
prison population between the

1998, 58.9 percent of Bureau of
Prisons <BOP) prisoners were
drug offenders. Only 2.3 percent
of BOP prisoners were violent
offenders.
Even if choosing to use or sell
drugs is apoor one, where is the
freedom to choose what to do
with our bodies? Will trips to
McDonald's for a hamburger
soon be outlawed? Some argue
that drug usPrs are in prison
because they incite violence.
Then why are people convicted
of manslaughter and assault
serving less time than non-violent drug offenders? We are only
threatened by drug users if the
prohibition of drugs raises
prices out of their reach unless
they rob and steal.
Why are pot smoking cancer
patients jailed by the Federal government even after their states
approved pot as amedicine?
Prohibitionists tell you they
have health concerns, but they
are more concerned about their

jobs. The War on Drugs provides
so many new prisoners, American
society jails more of its per-capita
population then South Africa at
the height of Apartheid.
If health matters, why are
alcohol and nicotine legal?
Those who annually die of illegal
drug overdoses (6,000 for heroine and cocaine) are eclipsed by
those dying of alcohol (150,000)
or tobacco (400,000).
Our politicians are thinly
veiled hypocrites for taking tax
money from alcohol and tobacco
for their pet projects while funding the annual $6 billion dollar
battle on drugs.
Drug prohibition began after
the failure of alcohol prohibition.
Government employees needed
another profession and those
black/Mexican pot smokers, as
well as the Chinese opium smokers, made easy marks.
End the imprisonment of nonviolent drug offenders and use
our jails for good use. Put violent
anti-social criminals away. It's a
sad day when rapists,and child
molesters walk out of jail on
parole to make room for marijuana dealers.

Valentine's Day not happy for everyone
~1ARK
BLEVINS
columniJt

Valentine's Day will be here in
afew days and its arrival brings
either alonging sigh or asound
of muttered disgust.
It's true, Valentine's Day does
seem like an excuse for the candy
makers and Hallmark to increase
their profits, but if you have aspecial someone it's aday to look forward to. And if you don't have a
special someone then it's a constant reminder that Hallmark and
candy makers really want nothing
to with you and your money.
I'm reminded of the time Iwas
working ashift on Valentine's Day
at aradio station and Iwas playing mostly romantic songs. Igot a
phone call midway through the
program by afellow who thought
Valentine's Day was nothing more
than a cheap exercise in paying
out lots of money for nothing. I
used my powers of deduction to
presume he didn't have adate and
then Iplayed him "Love Stinks."

Everyone is entitled to his or
her opinion. And so that is why I
write this column, to remind those
who have someone special that
there are others who don't have a
life, much less adate. While you
are buying chocolates and stuffed
animals for your sweetheart,
please do not tell someone who
doesn't have adate how much you
spent and how you don't care.
Of course you care or you
wouldn't be telling someone how
much money you spent.
Some people refuse to celebrate
Valentine's Day. Iknow one person who said she was going to
wear only black and she also said
something about sacrificing a
goat, which can't be agood sign.
All I'm asking for is alittle compassion for those who might not be
as fortunate to have a special
someone to spend lots of money on.
Not that you need money to celebrate Valentine's Day, but it helps.
Try not buying anything for your
sweetheart this year and see how
much longer they remain sweet.
There are some people who
become depressed and try to drink
their sadness away, which is abad
idea. Sometimes ~hen you drink
your sadness away, you wake up

HIS VIEW

and don't know where you are,
why you're there, or whom you're
with. It might be better just to try
to think happy thoughts.
Valentine's Day might be more
depressing than Christmas. Ifyou
don't have asweetheart, it's aholiday that basically means nothing.
We don't get out of school for it,
it costs alot of money, and it's a
holiday that not everyone wants
to celebrate. It has to be a bit
unnerving for those who don't
like Valentine's Day to go into any
grocery or drug store and be bombarded by merchandise for it. But
remember it only comes around
once ayear and then it's gone.
If you still dread it, then go out
and rent some low-grade horror
flicks. Seeing all those teenagers
in love getting killed has to be
some sort of remedy for the lonely.
To those who have valentines, just
remember not to rub it in when
talking to those who don't. And it
doesn't pay to be cheap, either. I
found that out the hard way and
this year I'll be home, watching a
"Friday the 13th' marathon.
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As an instructor who teaches specifically in
the area of sex and gender. I would like to
comment on the recent events, and suggest a
general perspective for understanding them.
It is easy to get caught up in the specifics of a
moment, and lose the opportunity to learn a
valuable lesson. Let me try to point out what I
think of some of the lessons we, as a campus
community, can learn from what has happened.
1. Attacks on marginalized groups-homosexuals, persons of color, the disabled. or the
elderly - are not just the problem of the individual, but are social problems. In many
implicit ways, our culture teaches that
aggression, competition, and violence can be
condoned. Attacks on persons of different sexual orientation are a direct reflection of the
ideals of masculinity that our culture extols.
2. Men who are unable to fulfill the unrealistic demands of bring male - including
strong, handsome, attractive to women, and
athletic and hopefully, rich - must learn to
accept themselves as real persons rather than
the gendered ideal.
3. Men who have not been given the kind of
emotional support to build their self-esteems
oft~n react against the pressuret- of mat-culine
ins'ecurity by overconforming to the masculine
gender role. They can "prove" their ma::;culinity by beating someone up. degrading and calling names, and, in general, acting "macho."
4. It is important to note that this problem
of insecurity can affect heterosexual men as
well as homosexual men. and that the insecurity can ah;o be acted out against women, ethnic group8. or others perceived as less powerful - not just gay people.
5. The failure of the administration to act decisively and clearly is a serious failure for our
campus. The president of student government
correctly pointed out that if the target::; had been
African American students or Jc>wish students,
there would have been afar different response.
What the adn1inistration has failed to see is that
all such attacks are CONNECTED. The same
social forces that give rise to homophobia underlay racism and sexism and religious intolerance.
6. We must speak of solutions. Those who
engage in such beha\'ior are, in actuality, emotionally crippled and suffering. That does notjm;tify their behavior, but it certainly suggests we
must do what we can to provide environments
that do not support this behavior. Pleck, in The
Myth of Masculinity, argued that the external
defensive style prevents a man from learning
anything about himself. This is dehumanizing
and has serious negative implications for his
physical health, psychological health and relationships \vith other people.
7. Students cannot learn in an hostile environment. If our job is education, we must create acampus environment that is supportive
of students in all their diversity. Iam proud of
The Parthenon's editorial position and its coverage. Ihave great faith and hope in those of
you who will make up the next generation!
- Lynda Ann Ewen, Ph.D.,
sociology/anthropology professor and
co-director of Center for the study of Ethnicity
and Gender in Appalachia

Letters sent to Campus View must not exceed 250
words. Opinion pieces longer than 250 words may
be used as guest columns and published elsewhere
on this page.
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Herd toSomevisit
elementary school
of Marshall's top female athletes, as well as coaches

from many of the women's teams, wil share their experiences in Division I-A athletics at Pea Ridge Elementary
School today at 6:30 p.m. The event wil include various prize
drawings and an autograph session.
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Mercer says tennis team
ready for the weekend

Reed records
double-double,
but Herd falls
by MICHELLE JAMES
reporter
Marshall women's basketball
team suffered its second
straight Mid-American Conference loss Wednesday, falling to
Ball State 70-53 after trailing
by only one at halftime at the
Cam Henderson Center.
The Thundering Herd fell to
7-15 overall and 1-11 in the
league.
Ball State, which entered the
contest on a four-game losing
streak, picked up its second
win over Marshall this season.
The Cardinals lead the all-time
series 5-1.
Freshman guard Arny Reed
led Marshall with acareer-high
20
points and 11 .-----....,
rebounds.
Marshall head
coach Juliene
Simpson said she
wasn't surprised
by"Arny
Reed's play.
••I
played
an outstanding =====
game," Simpson Simpson
said. "I think
we've asked Arny to do alot of
things for us this se~n and
she's done them. Thnight:We saw
the Amy Reed that is the future
of our program."
Reed said her team's loss
overshadowed her success.
"I just looked to score every

5

time I got the ball," she said.
"It's agood feeling, but Iwish we
could have gotten the win along
with my good game. So it's bad,
but still good in away."
The Cardinals (13-9 overall
and 6-5 in the conference) were
led by freshman guard Laurie
Kitts' career-high 22 points.
' We came into the game with
afour-game losing streak so we
knew we had to come out and
play hard," Kitts said. "Arny
Reed did such a good job. We
needed somebody to step up, but
we just couldn't stop her."
The Cardinals took an early
2-0 lead on alay-up by freshman forward Tamara Bowie
44 seconds into the first-half.
Ball State remained ahead
until the Thundering Herd took
a17-15 lead off two consecutive
lay-ups by Reed.
That was Marshall's only lead.
Ball State used a9-0 run to
build a29-21 lead with 3:56 left
in the half.
Marshall would go on its own
run, however, moving within
one point at 29-28 heading into
the locker room.
After the break, the Thundering Herd kept it close, trailing by only two at 37-35 alittle
more than three minutes into
the second half. Marshall
would get no closer, though.
Ball State used an 11-2 run to
take a48-37 lead with 13: 10 left.

Marshall foes to
include Virginia,
UNC-Charlotte

by MICHELLE JAMES
reporter
After defeating James Madison
and Pittsburgh in its home _opener Sunday, Marshall's tennis
team is looking to continue its
winning ways Saturday when it
takes on UNC-Charlotte and
Morehead State at the
Huntington Tennis Club.
After the completion of those
matches, the team will travel
to the University of Virginia on
Sunday.
Marshall coach Laurie Mercer
said the Thundering Herd, which
recently received its highest
regional ranking when it
received atie for 11th with the
University of Pennsylvania, had
astrong performance in.its opener and would be prepared for its
weekend matches.
photo by Tern Blair
"We had a few ups and
Thundering Herd junior forward Yashico Stevens pulls down a downs,
as ateam v;e played
rebound in Marshall's 70-53 loss to Ball State on Wednesday. pretty but
well," Mercer said. ''l
thought that for it being our
Marshall junior guard Toni would be ready for the confer- first
match, we actually played
Patillo said the Cardinals' run ence tournament.
and competed well and Ithink
sealed the Thundering Herd's ' We're preparing for the tour- we'
l
l
do well this weekend."
fate.
nament as we go one game at a Although
Marshall has won
"They just made a run," time," Simpson said. "We won't
of its matches this season, it
Patillo said. "We needed to stop end like we are right now. We11 both
this weekend's contests at
it and we did that, but we let it get another shot Saturday and enters
2-1 after a Jan. 30 forfeit to
get too far out of hand before we we'll take advantage of it."
because of injuries.
decided to play."
Marshall continues confer- Maryland
ve had some injuries so
Although Marshall has only ence play at 2p.m. Saturday, we"We'
to forfeit that match
one conference win this sea- when it plays host to Ohio at the but had
hopefully the girls will be
son, Simpson said the team Cam Henderson Center.
healthy soon," Mercer said.

Marshall has to play without
junior Stephanie Jamar, who
suffered acareer-ending elbow
injury in the off-season.
Another injured player is
sophomore Tara McGuire. who
is recovering from her Nov. 1
shoulder surgery.
"With Tara, it's just amatter
of when her shoulder heals up,"
Mercer said. "We don't think
it's going to be something that
ends her career , ut we don't
know when she's going to come
back either. It could be today,
next week or even next year.
We'll just have to wait and see."
Sophomore Anna Matina.
who is ranked No. 10 in the
region, is recovering from an
ankle injury that kept her off
the court for three weeks prior
to the Thundering Herd's season opener.
Mercer expects Matina to be
in top-form this weekend
despite losing her first match
to James Madison's Sheri
Puppo on Sunday,
"Anna came out and played
hard," Mercer said. "She hadn't,
really had enough practice and
probably wasn't at 100 percent,
but I think those matches
helped her get back close to the
level of play that helped her
earn her ranking."
Mercer said her players are not
looking past Saturday's matches,
but admitted they are most excited about their matches against
No. 6Virginia on Sunday.
"lNA is a strong team,'' she
said. "Our match against them
should be a good match. We're
looking forward to the challenge
of playing ahighly ranked team."
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YOU HAVE TO BE AT THE GAME
.FOR YOUR CHANCE AT $10,000.00

ALL TUESDAY
HOME GAMES 7:00PM
Tuesday, February 1 vs. Wheeling

Tuesday, February 15 vs.Jackson
Tuesday, February 22 vs. Dayton
Tuesday, February 29 vs. Richmond
Tuesday, March 14 ·vs. Greensboro ·
Tuesday, March 21 vs. Toledo

CALL 697-PUCK FOR YOUR SEAT!
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Ronald Reagan, 1985

reno
Many at Marshall grew up with
the Cosbys, material girls,
jelly shoes and He-Man
by BUTCH BARKER
editor

Some call those who were born in the
1970s and grew up in the 80s Generation
X.
Others, including ma~i.y Marshall students, opt for the term "Children of the '80s."
'Tm definitely achild of the '80s." said
Matthew Thomas, Hamlin junior. "It's the
year 2000, but the 1980s will always be
what my life is based on."
Thomas, like many others got dizzy by
Sit-n-Spins, wore Underroos and fought
against Cobra and Skeletor.
"G.I. Joe battles were the best," Thomas
said. "My friends and Iwould spend every
weeknight and weekend blowing up each
others' forts."
While Thomas and his friends were burying the G.I. Joe men who were killed in the
line of duty, Jennifer L. Workman, Beckley
sophomore, was watching "Punky Brewster"
and "Fraggle Rock."
"Punky Brewster was great," Workman
said. "She dressed all funky and Iwanted
to be her."
During the 1980s Saturday morning cartoons started at 6a.m. and were dominated
by cartoons like "The Snorks," "The
Smurfs," "Captain Caveman," and "Shirt
Tales."
New Kids on the Block were the next
best thing to Madonna in music. Debbie

Gibson and Tiffany gave Madonna arun
for her money, but Amy Snyder said they
left with the '80s.
"Those chicks with the 'mall hair' couldn't stand up to Madonna," said Snyder, a
Huntington senior. "Madonna's still going
strong."
Fashion, possibly influenced by Madonna, was outrageous. Girls wore legwarmers and teased hair. Boys wore Jams
and spiked hair.
Miranda Elkins, Marsh Fork freshman,
said she's glad those fashion days are over.
"I wore a lot of bright colors," Elkins
said. "The Jams shorts were so ridiculous.
Iliked them but the designs were horrible.
"I'm glad culture changed. The '80s were
horrible."
Culture isn't the only thing that sticks
out in the minds of children of the '80s.
Ronald Reagan was leading the country,
AIDS became an epidemic and thanks to
television, tragedy was witnessed by millions.
"I was at home from school when the
Space Shuttle Challenger exploded," said
Josh Parker, Parkersburg junior. "I
remember my mom crying."
Jan. 28 1986 also sticks in Thomas' mind.
"My elementary school had written letters to the teacher that died in the explosion before it had happened," Thomas '
said. "My teacher though it was great that
one of her own was going to space."
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Rad!

I

Totally tubular!

I

Grody to
the max ...

You'•YoureownedprobablaJordache
y achianything,
ldof thoreyou'80si•fWhile
. . in high school, you and all your

remember when Jordache jeans were cool.
•You remember the days that hooking
your computer into your television wasn't
an expensive option that required gadgets
-it was the ONLY option.
• You thought "Weird Science" was a
masterpiece.
• Chevy Chase was really funny in
those Vacation movies.
• You remember when MTV actually
played music videos.
•Apredominant color in your childhood
photos is "plaid."
•You collected Garbage Pail Kids.

Gnarly!

friends discussed elaborate plans to get
together again at the end of the century
and play "1999" by Prince over and over
again.
• You remember when music labeled
"alternative" really was. "Just whip it."
• You took family trips BEFORE the
invention of the mini-van.
• Schoolhouse Rock played a HUGE
part in how you actually learned the
English language.
•You ever dressed to emulate aperson
you saw in aDuran Duran, Madonna, Rick
Springfield or Cyndi Lauper video.
•You loved to ride your Big \Vheel.

Iknow you are
but what am I?

I

Psyche

Gag me
with aspoon!

Our favorite thin saboutthe'80s

edi10r

There was nothing like
coming home from school,
pulling out He-Man action
figures and grabbing aring
pop to satisfy my sugar
craving.
I'll never forget watching
Family Ties on Tuesday
nights and faking sick to
stay at home to play Atari
... and later Nintendo.

Although I had 13
Cabbage Patch Kids, I
remember the 1980s for
the toys I never got: An
Easy Bake oven and a
Snoopy Sno-Cone machine.
But I'm not bitter. The best
part of the 80s was just
being a kid and playing
every day with my best
friend Amy McCoy.

OK, so Ihad afew Barbie
dolls, but Iliked my little
brother's Transformers
better. The best fun Ihad
as a child, however, was
riding my SmurfBig Wheel
up and down the driveway.
I guess I was sort of a
tomboy, because the Dukes
of Hazzard were my heroes
and Iwanted to marry Bo.

I

Idon't shut up,
Igrow up ...

11
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Iremember waking up at
8 a.m. Saturday mornings
to watch the Smurfs and the
Shirt Tales.
Later, Iturned my attention to Kirk Cameron of
"Growing Pains," who I
loved more than life. My
room was covered with pictures of him from TeenBeat
magazine.

I spent the majority of
my childhood days in the
backyard, staging strategic G.I. Joe battle scenes.
My evenings were further filled with explanations for dirty clothing
and the lack of Heinz
ketchup that added the
realistic gore to my miniature dirt wars.

•l

My fondest childhood
memories are the epic video
game battles with my best
friend, Shad Lorrison. We
spent many anight beating
each other in 10 Yard Fight,
Double Dribble and Baseball Stars for Nintendo. We
even had our own secret
taunt - "the twirling finger." We had ablast.

There were two things I
knew Icould always expect
when Igot home from elementary school... abowl of
popcorn prepared by Mom,
and watching "Press Your
Luck."
I was so disappointed
whenever someone hit a
Whammy. At least the animations were cool.

